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Abstract. We propose an efficient, imperceptible and
highly robust digital watermarking scheme applied to color
images for ownership authentication purposes. A hybrid
domain for embedding the same watermark is used in this
algorithm, which is composed by a couple of watermarking
techniques based on spread spectrum and frequency domain. The visual quality is measured by three metrics
called Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) and Visual Information Fidelity (VIF).
The difference color between the original and watermarked
image is computed using the Normalized Color Difference
(NCD) measure. Experimentation shows that the proposed
method provides high robustness against several geometric
distortions including large image cropping, removal attacks, image replacement and affine transformation; signal
processing operations including several image filtering,
JPEG lossy compression, visual watermark added and
noisy image, as well as combined distortions between all of
them. Also, we present a comparison with some previously
published methods which reported outstanding results and
have a similar purpose as our proposal, i.e. they are
focused in robust watermarking.

Keywords
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1. Introduction
During the recent years, digital multimedia technologies associated mainly with image, video and audio, are
widely consumed by the end users within personal computers and mobile devices through networks, which is a common practice that growing dramatically. This practice allows that digital multimedia data may be easily edited
and/or re-distributed without any control type. This be-
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havior requires the necessity of developing efficient tools
to solve the problems associated with the infringing of the
intellectual property of the multimedia’s owner. In the
context of digital images, watermarking is considered as
a suitable solution for ownership authentication purposes.
In this, commonly a small signal called “watermark” is
embedded using the information from the spatial or
frequency domain of the image, without affecting their
visual quality and at the same time it can be detected using
a detection algorithm [1], [2]. According to the different
applications and requirements, digital image watermarking
is classified into two types: visible and invisible. In the
invisible context, watermarking is classified into two types:
fragile and robust as well. Fragile watermarking modality
is used for content protection, authentication, and detection
tamper applications while the robust watermarking is used
for copyright protection and ownership authentication.
Thus, in robust watermarking, according to the detection
procedure, the methods are classified into two types: blind
and non-blind. In blind watermarking, the original image is
not needed to detect the presence of the watermark signal
while into the non-blind watermarking the original image is
required. In robust watermarking with blind detection, the
synchronization loss between embedding-detection stages
commonly causes watermark detection errors. Geometric
operations such as cropping, removal, rotation, scaling or
affine transformation are the principal reasons of this dessynchronization. In the literature, several works are related
to robust image watermarking with geometric invariance
feature [3–7]. These plans show robustness against rotation
and scaling geometric distortions as well as against signal
processing operations such as filtering, JPEG compression
and among others; because these methods embed the watermark into invariant geometric domains, however, may
be typically weak to cropping and removal attacks, affine
transformations, and other aggressive distortions. Additionally, while several watermarking algorithms have been
proposed to watermark gray-scale images [3–7], until nowadays only a few have been designed specifically for color
images [8]. The use of color information has become
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an essential property to steganography and watermarking
of image and video [8], [9]. In this respect, several robust
color image watermarking methods have been proposed in
the literature, and some of them are based on the frequency
domain transform [10], [11], [12], spatial domain [13],
[14], histogram modification [15], [16], [17] and Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) [18], [19]. In a particular
way, the discrete Contourlet Transform (CT) has been used
in the literature as a frequency alternative domain to develop robust color watermarking methods [20], [21]. In
general terms, CT has been developed as an accurate bidimensional representation that can efficiently represent
images containing contours and textures, the CT can
capture the directional edges superior to wavelets [22].
In this respect, authors in [20] proposed a robust color
watermarking method based on Support Vector Regression
(SVR) and Non-Subsampled Contourlet Transform
(NSCT), together with an image normalization procedure,
to obtain geometric invariance against general affine transformation. Here, the color image is decomposed into three
RGB color model components and a region of interest is
obtained from the normalized components using the invariant centroid theory. Then, the NSCT is performed on
the G channel of the important region. Finally, the watermark is embedded into the color original image by modifying the low-frequency NSCT coefficients, in which
a Human Visual System (HVS)-based masking is used to
control the watermark embedding strength. According to
the high correlation among different channels of the color
image, the digital watermark can be recovered using the
SVR technique. This algorithm presents robustness against
several geometric and signal processing distortions, including cropping attacks. However, the method presents
an important drawback: high computation time is needed
for SVR training, performing NSCT as well as image normalization process.
Meanwhile, authors in [21] present a blind and highly
robust color watermarking scheme method by combining
of information from spatial and frequency domain. The
watermark signal is generated for each channel RGB of the
color image by extracting spatial domain features using
gray level co-occurrence matrix as well as a unique identification number. The watermark is embedded in Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) less correlated between the
low and high frequency of the CT sub-bands to preserve
the perceptual quality of the image. This algorithm presents
high imperceptibility and at same time robustness against
several geometric and signal processing distortions, including cropping attacks and combined distortions; however, the algorithm is not robust against affine general
transformation.
To boost the robustness without diminishing the imperceptibility, a very auspicious research direction consists
in developing hybrid watermarking algorithms. These algorithms may combine, e.g., the frequency and color image
information in conjunction with a geometric correction
procedure [20], or the frequency and color image informa-
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tion in conjunction with a frequency analysis procedure
[21]. In this context, our paper proposes a highly robust
digital watermarking applied to color images for ownership
authentication purposes. A hybrid domain for embedding
the same watermark is used in this algorithm, which is
composed by a pair of watermarking algorithms. In the first
one, the luminance channel is used to embed the watermark
into the spectrum of the middle frequencies of the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) via Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA). In the second one, the
chrominance blue-difference channel is used to embed the
watermark into the Contourlet Transform (CT) domain
coefficients using an Improved Spread Spectrum (ISS)
method. The quality of the watermarked image is measured
using the following three well-known indices Peak Signal
to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index (SSIM)
and Visual Information Fidelity (VIF). The difference
color between the original and watermarked image is computed using the Normalized Color Difference (NCD)
measure. Experimentation shows that the proposed method
provides high robustness against several geometric distortions including image cropping, removal attacks, image
replacement and affine transformation; signal processing
operations including several image filtering, JPEG lossy
compression, visual watermark added and noisy image, as
well as combined distortions. Also, we present a comparison with some previously published methods which reported outstanding results and have a similar purpose as
our proposal, i.e. they are focused in robust watermarking.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the embedding and detection process of the
proposed algorithm, and experimental results including
comparison with previously reported watermarking algorithms are presented in Sec. 3. Finally, Sec. 4 concludes
this work.

2. Proposed Method
The proposed watermarking method consists of the
embedding and detection process, which are explained in
detail as follows.

2.1 Discrete Fourier Transform Embedding
Process
Embedding process is carried out through two stages:
the first one operates on DFT domain and the second one
on CT domain, respectively. Moreover, the embedding
algorithm is designed to avert one embedding process
interfering in the other. Watermark embedding in the DFT
domain has robust properties respect to rotation, scaling
and translation (RST) distortions as well as robustness
against common signal processing such as compression,
filtering, and noise contamination, among others. The DFT
domain embedding algorithm is described as follows:
1) Rescale the color image I into a size of N1 × N2, these
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dimensions will be stored and considered as a secret
key K1 in the detection stage.
2) Since the RGB has the most correlated components
while the YCbCr are the less correlated as well as the
forward and backward transformations between RGB
and YCbCr color models are linear [8], [9], using the
information of the image I converts the RGB to
YCbCr color model representation and isolates the
luminance component Y(x,y) from YCbCr.
3) The watermark is a zero mean 1-D binary pseudorandom pattern formed by {1, 0} values achieved by
a secret key K2, W = {wi| i=1, …,L}, where L is the
length of the watermark.
4) Apply the 2D DFT transform to the original luminance component Y(x,y). The 2D DFT transform of
Y(x,y) of size N1 × N2 is given by (1):

F (u, v ) 
N1 N 2

 Y ( x, y ) exp   j 2 (ux / N
x 1 y 1

1

 vy / N 2 ) .

(1)

5) Get the magnitude M(u,v) = |F(u,v)| and phase P(u,v)
of the F(u,v). By DFT properties [1], the translation in
the spatial domain does not affect the magnitude of
the DFT transform, as shown in (2):

| DFT [Y ( x  t x , y  t y )] | M (u, v )

(2)

where tx and ty are the translation parameters in x and
y directions, respectively. Meanwhile, the scaling in
the spatial domain causes an inverse scaling in the
DFT domain, as shown in (3):

DFT [Y ( s f x, s f y )] 

1
u v
F( , )
sf
sf sf

(3)

where sf is the scaling factor. Concerning the rotation
in the spatial domain causes the same rotation in the
DFT domain, as shown in (4):

DFT [Y ( x cos   y sin  , x sin   y cos  )] 
F ( u cos   v sin  , u sin   v cos  )

(4)

where θ is the rotation angle. Then motivation to selecting the DFT domain to embed the watermark W is
due to a certain number of advantages for rotation,
scaling and translation (RST) invariance as well as
robustness against common signal processing. However, the DFT domain presents weak robustness
against other aggressive distortions mainly cropping
and image corruption by Gaussian noise. Thus, to increase the robustness without decreasing the watermark imperceptibility, in our method, the technique
based on CT domain is designed to complement and
improve the robustness against the above weakness
and is explained later.
6) Select a pair of radiuses r1 and r2 in M(u,v) and the
annular area A = π(r22 – r12) between r1 and r2 should

cover the middle frequencies coefficients in M(u,v)
around the zero frequency term. Because modifications in the lower frequencies of M(u,v) will cause
visible distortion in the spatial domain of the image.
On the other hand, the coefficients of the higher frequencies are vulnerable to the JPEG compression.
Thus, the watermark W should be embedded in the
band of the middle frequencies because, in this spectral region, it will be robust against JPEG compression and at the same time imperceptible. The pair of
radiuses r1 and r2 will be stored and considered as
a secret key K4 in the detection stage.
7) Scramble the watermark data bits to guarantee their
security using a secret key K3.
8) For each watermark data bit wi a pseudorandom
{–1,1} gi pattern with length A/2 is assigned
according to a predefined secret key K5. Each gi value
is dependent on wi in the following way:

  gi

  gi

if

wi  0,

if

wi  1.

(5)

After that, the sum of all random patterns gi defines
the encoded watermark We as follows:
L

We    gi

(6)

i 1

where the sign of each gi is dependent of wi value as
defined in (5).
9) Considering a linear version of the DS-CDMA,
embed the encoded watermark We into the magnitude
coefficients of the annular area A/2 corresponding to
the upper half of the original magnitude M that cover
the middle frequency, in an additive form:

M '  M  We

(7)

where α is the watermark strength and M, M’, are the
original and the watermarked magnitude coefficients
into the middle-frequency band, respectively. A larger
value of α would boost the robustness of the watermark, on the other hand, the watermark imperceptibility is less altered by a small value of α. Hence,
there is a tradeoff between robustness and imperceptibility. According to DFT symmetrical properties to
produce real values after the DFT magnitude M modification, the watermark was embedded into the upper
half part of middle frequencies of the DFT magnitude
coefficients, and subsequently, the lower half part of
the middle-frequency band should be modified symmetrically.
10) Finally, the watermarked luminance component
Yw(x,y) is obtained applying the inverse DFT (IDFT)
to the watermarked magnitude M’(u,v) and the corresponding initial phase P(u,v) as shown follows:
Yw ( x , y )  IDFT ( F '(u, v )), F ' 
(8)
( M '(u, v ), P ( u, v )).
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s  cs '  n ,

2.2 Discrete Contourlet Transform
Embedding Process
Once the watermarked luminance channel Yw is
acquired, the watermark embedding procedure starts the
second method into CT domain and thus getting the watermarked color image, which is explained as follows. Watermark embedding into the chrominance information using
the CT domain has robust properties respect to high image
cropping, image replacement, rotation with cropping, as
well as robustness against common signal processing such
as filtering and Gaussian noise contamination, among
others. The CT domain embedding process is described as
follows:
1) Isolate the blue difference chrominance component
Cb(x,y) from YCbCr color model representation. According to the human color vision, color information
is detected at normal (daylight) levels of illumination
by the three types of photoreceptors denoted as cones,
named L, M, S, corresponding to the light sensitive
pigments at long, medium, and short wavelengths,
respectively [9]. In a global manner and considering
that the amount of S-cones is scarce compared with
the number of L-M-cones into the human eye, the
human color vision is less sensitive to the blue color
than it is to the red and green colors.
2) Apply the 2D CT transform to the original blue-difference chrominance component Cb(x,y) with three
levels of decomposition.
3) For each watermark data bit wi a pseudorandom
{–1,1} pattern hi is assigned according to a predefined
secret key K6.
4) Using a linear version of the improved spread spectrum watermarking technique [23], [24] embeds the
watermark data bits wi as follows:

cs '  cs  ( wi   z )hi

(9)

where cs and cs’ are the original and watermarked
eight CT directional sub-bands of the third decomposition level respectively. Meanwhile, wi is the i-th
watermark data bit, γ is the watermark strength, λ is
a distortion control parameter, hi the i-th pseudorandom sequence and z  cshi/hihi, the operator
AB denotes inner product and is defined as:

A | B 

1
N

N

A B
j 1

j

j

(10)

where N is the length of some given vectors A and B.
From (9), in the conventional spread spectrum
watermarking scheme λ = 0. To simplify the analysis
to determinate an optimal value to the distortion
control parameter λ, considering only a single
watermark data bit w with a given pseudorandom
sequence h, as well as the information channel is
modeling as additive noise, we get:

(11)

with the channel noise modeled as in (11), the
receiver sufficient statistics is:
r

s|h
c  ( w   z )h  n | h
 s
h |h
h |h

(12)

  w  (1   ) z  n

where n  nh/hh. Therefore, from (12) we can
see that the closer we make λ to 1, the more the
influence of z is removed from r. The optimum value
of λ can be computed as in [23] and is given by:

optimum  0.5  Q1  Q 2  ,
,

  2 N 2 
Q1   1  n2  2 h  ,
 c
 cs 
s


Q2  



2

  n2 N h2 
N 2
 1  2  2   4 2 h
 cs 
 cs
  cs

(13)






where N is the length of n, h and cs. Variables σcs2, σn2
and σh2 denote the variances of cs, n, and h respectively. From (13) we can see that to N large enough,
the value of λoptimum →1 and the signal to noise ratio
SNR→∞. As we can compute the optimum value to λ
from (13), we can vary γ to find the best performance
of the trade-off imperceptibility- robustness.
5) Then, the watermarked component Cbw(x,y) is obtained by CT image reconstruction. Thus, the watermarked image Iw is assembled using the watermarked
luminance component Yw(x,y), the watermarked blue
difference chrominance component Cbw(x,y) and the
original red difference chrominance component
Cr(x,y); restoring the YwCbwCr watermarked components to RGB color model representation. Rescale the
watermarked image Iw to the dimensions of the original image I. The diagram of the embedding process
is shown in Fig. 1. The secret keys K1, K2, K3, K4, K5
and K6 shown in Fig. 1 are also known by the watermark detector.

2.3 Detection Process
The detection process diagram is shown in Fig. 2, and
it is described as follows:
1) Rescale the color watermarked image Iw into a size of
N1 × N2 using the secret key K1.
2) Using the information of the image Iw, converts the
RGB to YCbCr color model representation and obtain
the watermarked components Yw and Cbw respectively. If Iw was distorted by a general affine transformation, then, from luminance information Yw and
supported by our resynchronization method previously reported in the literature, we can restore geometrically the attacked image detecting the watermark
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of watermark embedding procedure.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of watermark detection procedure.

correctly. To more details of the resynchronization
technique, interested readers can refer to [29].
3) Compute the bi-dimensional DFT transform F’(u,v) of
the watermarked luminance component Yw(x,y). Then
from F’(u,v) get the watermarked magnitude
M’(u,v) = |F’(u,v)|.
4) The annular area A is computed using the secret key
K4 that contains the values of radiuses r1 and r2 used
in the embedding process.
5) Split the DFT watermarked magnitude M’(u,v) in two
parts, the upper half, and the lower half respectively.

6) By symmetrical DFT properties, using only information from the upper half part of watermarked magnitude M’, the embedded watermark can be extracted
one bit at a time by calculating the correlation between the normalized watermarked magnitude coefficients M’norm and the i-th pseudorandom pattern gi.
Thus, using the secret key K5, compute the linear correlation CiDFT between the normalized watermarked
magnitude coefficients M’norm and the i-th pseudorandom pattern gi as follows:
L

'
CiDFT   (( gi  gˆ i )  M norm
)
i 1

(14)
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where ĝi is the average of all values in gi and
M’norm = M’– M’av, where M’av is the average of all
values in M’.
7) Decode the watermark pattern WDFT{w’i | i=1, …, L}
using the sign function as follows: if sign(CiDFT) is ‘+’
then w’i= 0, otherwise w’i= 1. Re-arrange WDFT using
the secret key K3.
8) Using the watermarked blue-difference chrominance
component Cbw(x,y), apply the 2D CT transform with
three levels of decomposition.
9) Using only information from the eight sub-bands that
compose the third decomposition level, the embedded
watermark can be extracted one bit at a time by calculating the linear correlation CiCT between the watermarked directional sub-band coefficients cs’ of the
third CT decomposition level and the pseudo-random
sequences hi as follows:
L

CiCT   (cs  hi ) .

(15)

i 1

10) Decode the watermark pattern WCT{w’i | i=1, …, L}
using the sign function as follows: if sign(CiCT) is ‘+’
then w’i= 0, otherwise w’i= 1. Re-arrange WCT using
the secret key K3.
11) Reorganize the original watermark pattern W with the
secret key K2 and compute the bit error rate (BER)
between (W, WDFT) and (W, WCT) denoted by BERDFT
and BERCT respectively.
12) Compare and select the minimum value between
BERDFT and BERCT using a min function. The result is
indicated as a decision value D.
13) Adopting ergodicity, the BER is defined as the ratio
between the number of incorrectly decoded bits and
the total number of embedded bits. A decision threshold value TD must be set to determine if the watermark W is present or not into the color image. In this
concern, considering a binomial distribution with success probability equal to 0.5, the false alarm probability Pfa for L bits embedded watermark data is given
by (16), and a threshold value T must be set to ensure
that Pfa is smaller than a predetermined value.
L

L!

Pfa   (0.5) L  

q
!(
L

q
)!
q T



(16)

where L is the total number of watermark data bits,
whose value in our experiments is empirically set to
32. The false alarm probability must be less than Pfa=
5.6537  10–5, which is to be able to satisfy the requirements of most watermarking applications for
a reliable detection. Then an adequate decision
threshold value TD (= 1 – (T/L) = 1 – (27/32)) is equal
to 0.1563, according to the fact that the bit error rate
(BER) + the bit correct rate (BCR) must be equal to 1.
If D > TD (more than five error bits) the watermark

detection is failed, else if D < TD the watermark detection is successful and the detection process is
terminated.

3. Results and Discussion
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated considering watermark imperceptibility
and robustness properties and using a variety of digital
color images. We have used 1000 images with different
content among which are Goldhill, Barbara, Lena, Airplane, Baboon, Peppers, among others, all of sizing
512  512 and color resolution of 24bits/pixel. Our experiments were carried out on a personal computer running
Microsoft Windows 7© with an Intel© Xeon processor
(2.4 GHz) and 16 GB RAM while the embedding and extracting procedures were implemented on Matlab© 8.1. In
our system, the average computing time for the embedding
process has been 1.64 seconds while an average of
1.13 seconds was needed for the detection procedure. A 1D
binary pseudorandom sequence of size L = 32 bits is used
as the watermark pattern W, which is embedded in a redundant manner as explained, getting a watermark payload of
64. For the Contourlet transform as suggested in [22], we
use the 9–7 biorthogonal filters with three levels of pyramidal decomposition for the multi-scale decomposition
stage and the ‘dmaxflat7’ filters for the multidirectional
decomposition stage. We partition the finest scale to eight
directional sub-bands. The false alarm probability is
Pfa = 5.6537  10–5 when the decision threshold
TD = 0.1563. The values N1 = N2 = 768 composes the secret
key K1 used. The secret key K4 is formed by the pair of
radiuses employed in the DFT domain embedding process
and were r1 = 50 and r2 = 150. The watermark strengths
used in the embedding are equal to α = 1.5 and γ = 0.3. The
watermarked image quality is measured using the following well-known indices Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR), Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [25] and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [26]. The difference color of
the watermarked image is obtained using the Normalized
Color Difference (NCD) measure [27]. Finally, we present
a comparison with some previously published methods
which reported outstanding results and have a similar purpose as our proposal.

3.1 Setting Parameters r1, r2 and Directional
Sub-bands cs
Considering the DFT domain embedding process into
the luminance component (Y) from YCbCr color model of
the original color image, a watermark strength α = 1.5 and
γ = 0.3, a pair of experimental radiuses r1 = 5, r2 = 105 for
low, r1 = 50, r2 = 150 for middle and r1 = 150, r2 = 250 for
high DFT magnitude frequency respectively, and a value of
L = 32, in Tab. 1 we show the average VIF after the watermark embedding in each spectral region, obtaining 0.7536
for low, 0.9283 for middle and 0.9633 for high DFT
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Visual Information Fidelity
Low Frequency
[r1 =5, r2 =105]

Middle Frequency
[r1 =50, r2 =150]

VIF=0.7536

VIF=0.9283

High
Frequency
[r1 =150, r2 =250]
VIF=0.9633

Tab. 1. Average VIF after the watermark embedding in each
different spectral region.

magnitude frequency respectively. The range of VIF is
[0, 1] and the closer value to 1 represents the better fidelity
respect to the original image. Then according to the VIF
results in Tab. 1, we can see that from the imperceptibility
point of view, the modifications in the magnitude of lower
frequencies of the DFT will produce visible distortion in
the spatial domain of the image.
However, although the magnitude coefficients of the
high frequency offer the high watermark imperceptibility,
but on the other hand are susceptible to the JPEG compression. Considering the same parameters used in the above
experiment, and applying a JPEG lossy compression to the
watermarked color image with quality factor equal to 20; in
Fig. 3 (a) we show the average BER after the watermark
embedding in each spectral region, obtaining 0 for low,
0.0313 for middle and 0.3438 for high DFT magnitude
frequency respectively. BER values of the low and middle
frequencies are less than the decision threshold value
TD = 0.1563. However, BER value of the high frequency is
greater than TD = 0.1563, affirming the susceptibility of the
high frequency against JPEG compression. Thus, the watermark should be embedded in the range of the middle
frequencies r1 = 50, r2 = 150 because, in this spectral region, it will be robust against JPEG compression and at the
same time imperceptible. Once that the pair of radiuses
r1 = 50 and r2 = 150 are set, we consider the CT domain
embedding process, a watermark strength α = 1.5, γ = 0.3
and a value of L = 32. Then, use the four, eight and sixteen
directional subbands that compose the second, third and
fourth CT decomposition levels respectively.
Table 2 shows the average PSNR after the watermark
embedding in each decomposition level, obtaining
57.6391 dB for the second, 53.7513 dB for the third and
48.5229 dB for the four decomposition level respectively.
According to the PSNR results in Tab. 2, we can see that
from the imperceptibility point of view, embedding the watermark into the directional sub-bands of the fourth decomposition level will cause a decreasing of the quality image
since PSNR value is less than 49 dB. However, although
the embedding into the second decomposition level provides high watermark imperceptibility, it is vulnerable to
the image corruption by Gaussian noise. Considering the
same parameters used in the above experiment, and applying Gaussian noise contamination to the watermarked color
image with mean μ = 0 and variance σ2 = 0.05; in Fig. 3(b)
we show the average BER after the watermark embedding
in each decomposition level, obtaining 0.1875 for the second, 0.0313 for the third and 0 for the four decomposition
level, respectively. BER values of the third and fourth decomposition level are less than the decision threshold value
TD = 0.1563. But, BER value of the second decomposition

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Average BER after DFT decoding in each spectral
region: BER = 0 for low, BER = 0.0313 for middle and
BER = 0.3438 for high DFT magnitude frequency
respectively. (b) Average BER after CT decoding in
each decomposition level: BER = 0 for the 4th,
BER = 0.0313 for the 3rd and BER = 0.1875 for the
2nd, respectively.
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio PSNR
2nd Decomposition
3rd Decomposition
4th Decomposition
Level
Level
Level
[4 directional
[8 directional
[16 directional
sub-bands]
sub-bands]
sub-bands]
57.6391 dB
53.7513 dB
48.5229 dB
Tab. 2. Average PSNR after the watermark embedding in each
CT decomposition level.

level is greater than TD = 0.1563, confirming the vulnerability of the embedding into the second decomposition
level against Gaussian noise. Thus, in our proposed
method, the watermark should be embedded in the directional sub-bands of the third decomposition level because,
in this spectral region, it will be robust against Gaussian
noise and at the same time imperceptible.

3.2 Watermark Imperceptibility: Setting
Watermark Strength α and γ
As explained in Sec. 3.1 the proposed algorithm
embeds a watermark sequence twice using two different
frequency domains, i.e., DFT and CT respectively. In this
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 4. Average (a) PSNR and (b) VIF with variable α.

way, a careful watermark imperceptibility evaluation is required. To set the watermark strength α, using a pair of
radiuses r1 = 50 and r2 = 150 in DFT domain, watermark
length L = 32, variable α from 0.5 to 2.5, and a set of ten
test color images. The watermark imperceptibility is evaluated regarding the PSNR and VIF image quality metrics.
As it is known in the literature, the VIF value reflects perceptual distortions more precisely than PSNR. In Fig. 4,
the average PSNR and VIF are plotted with variable watermark strength α ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 respectively.
As shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), a larger value of α
would boost the robustness of the watermark, but the watermark imperceptibility is decreased. Hence, there is
a trade-off between robustness and imperceptibility. To
preserve the trade-off between robustness and imperceptibility, based on the experimentation, we considered a watermark strength of α = 1.5 as a suitable value. To set the
watermark strength γ, using the eight directional sub-bands
of the third CT decomposition level, watermark length
L = 32, variable watermark strength γ from 0.3 to 0.9, and
a set of ten test color images; the watermark imperceptibility was evaluated regarding the PSNR and VIF image
quality metrics. In Fig. 5, the average PSNR and VIF are
plotted with variable watermark strength γ ranging from
0.3 to 0.9 respectively. As shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b),
a larger value of γ would boost the robustness of the
watermark, but the watermark imperceptibility is declined.

Fig. 5. Average (a) PSNR and (b) VIF with variable γ.
Image
Lena
Baboon
Barbara
Goldhill
Sailboat
Boats
Office
Airplane
Peppers
Aerial

PSNR (dB)
53.8638
53.9135
53.8461
53.8047
53.6154
53.8335
53.7169
53.7516
53.5839
53.5838

VIF
0.9222
0.9334
0.9300
0.9247
0.9303
0.9286
0.9337
0.9282
0.9231
0.929

SSIM
0.9872
0.9947
0.9882
0.9886
0.9899
0.9865
0.9891
0.986
0.9875
0.9931

Tab. 3. Watermark imperceptibility measured
PSNR, VIF, SSIM and NCD metrics.

NCD
0.0240
0.0248
0.0318
0.0364
0.0274
0.0305
0.0270
0.0202
0.0213
0.0320
regarding

Hence, once again there is a trade-off between robustness
and imperceptibility. To preserve the trade-off between
robustness and imperceptibility, based on our experiments,
we considered a watermark strength of γ = 0.3 as a suitable
value.
According to the results of Figs. 4 and 5, establishing
the watermark strength α = 1.5 and γ = 0.3 we obtain
a PSNR greater than 53 dB and the VIF value near to 1, it
follows that the proposed technique preserves the trade-off
between robustness and imperceptibility.
In order to complement the watermark imperceptibility evaluation, using r1 = 50 and r2 = 150, α = 1.5, γ = 0.3,
the eight directional sub-bands of the third CT decomposition level and a watermark with L = 32, in Tab. 3 we show
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the values of PSNR, VIF, SSIM and NCD of watermarked
test images respect to the original ones, and in Fig. 6, some
original images (a-c) together with their respective watermarked versions (d-f) are shown.
From Tab. 3 and Fig. 6, it follows that the proposed
watermarking algorithm provides a sufficiently good fidelity of the watermarked color image, and also the color
difference provided by NCD metric, between the watermarked image and the original one is insignificant [27],
i.e., is near to 0.
From Tab. 3 we show that the average PSNR is
greater than 53 dB, and the SSIM, as well as VIF values
obtained, are near to 1. The range of SSIM is [0, 1], and
the closer value to 1 represents the better quality respect to
the original image, a value SSIM = 1 indicates that the
original and the reference image are the same. In this manner, it follows that the proposed scheme provides a fairly
good fidelity of the watermarked image.
The imperceptibility performance is compared with
results reported by algorithms [20] and [21] respectively,
which to the best of our knowledge are the most robust
watermarking algorithms published applied to color
images, with similar purposes as our proposed scheme. To

Image
Lena
Baboon
Barbara

Proposed Method
53.87 dB
53.91 dB
53.85 dB

Pan-Pan et al. [20]
40.57 dB
41.67 dB
40.71 dB

Tab. 4. Comparison of watermark imperceptibility in terms of
PSNR between our method and Pan-Pan et al. [20].
Image
Lena
Baboon
Peppers

Proposed Method
53.87 dB
53.91 dB
53.58 dB

Prathap et al. [21]
54.68 dB
53.55 dB
58.32 dB

Tab. 5. Comparison of watermark imperceptibility in terms of
PSNR between our method and Prathap et al. [21].

get a proper comparison, we consider a homogeneous
format of color images of 512  512  24 bits. The
comparison results are shown in Tab. 4 and 5.
From Tab. 4 and 5 it follows that our proposed
method provides a reasonably good fidelity of the watermarked color image, achieving a PSNR greater than 53 dB,
avoiding the perceptual distortions in the color images.
Comparison results show that the PSNR results of the
method reported by Pan-Pan et al. in [20] are clearly outperformed by our proposed method. Meanwhile, the imperceptibility results obtained by Prathap et al. in [21] and our
proposed method are very similar, achieving PSNR greater
than 53 dB.

3.3 Watermark Robustness

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Fig. 6. Original (a), (c), (e), Watermarked versions (b), (d), (f).

To evaluate the watermark robustness of the proposed
algorithm, several geometrical, signal processing, and
combined distortions are applied to watermarked color
images. In the flowchart showed in Fig. 2 and described in
detail in Sec. 2.3, the watermark detector makes a decision
based on two calculated BER values that correspond in
turn to each watermark embedding process introduced in
this proposal.
To have a clear perception of robustness achieved by
each watermark decoding against performed distortions,
the output of each detector is displayed separately in a form
CT/DFT linked to the Contourlet Transform/Discrete
Fourier Transform decoding respectively. In this way, the
strengths and weakness of each embedding method can be
precisely determined. Tab. 6, 7 and 8 show the BER
obtained after applying the distortions mentioned above to
a set of six test watermarked images. In Tab. 6, 7 and 8
italic characters indicate failure detection against the
respective distortion.
From Tab. 6 and considering the decision value D
criterion described in Sec. 2.3, we can observe that the
embedded watermark signal in our proposed method is
sufficiently robust to most common signal processing distortions. These distortions including JPEG lossy compression with quality factor until 10, Gaussian and median
filtering with different size windowing, sharpening, brightness, and image corruption by the determined amount of
Gaussian and impulsive noise respectively, histogram
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equalization, motion blurring, gamma correction and visual
watermark added into RGB channels. Obtaining BER
values less than the decision threshold TD = 0.1563,
calculated as mentioned in Sec. 2.3, and used to determine
if the watermark W is present or not in the watermarked
color image.
From Tab. 7 we can observe that our proposed
method is sufficiently robust to geometric attacks. These
distortions including all rotation angles with and without
cropping, image scaling with several scale factors, dynamic
image cropping until 95%, centered cropping, image replacement, translation with removal columns and rows,
general affine transformations including shearing in x-direction and aspect ratio changes. In all cases, using the
decision value D criterion, we obtained BER values less
than the decision threshold TD = 0.1563.
To complement the robustness testing, we design a set
of combined distortions composed by JPEG lossy compression with quality factor 50 in conjunction with several
common signal processing and geometric distortions
shown in Tab. 6 and 7 respectively. According to the experimental results, from Tab. 8 we demonstrate that the
proposed method is robust against this kind of combined
distortions, obtaining BER values less than TD = 0.1563.
With illustrative purposes, in Fig. 7 we show the
Airplane watermarked image after being processed by six
of the most aggressive distortions. In all cases, the BER
value is less than the decision threshold TD = 0.1563.
The robustness performance is compared with that reported by the algorithms [20] and [21] respectively. Again,
to get a proper comparison, we consider a homogeneous
format of color images of 512  512  24 bits. To design
a compact robustness testing, the set of distortions disDistortion
Without attack
JPEG 90
JPEG 70
JPEG 50
JPEG 20
JPEG 10
Gaussian filter 5x5
Gaussian filter 7x7
Sharpen
Median filter 3x3
Median filter 5x5
Brightness
Gaussian noise (0,0.06)
Gaussian noise (0,0.07)
Impulsive noise density 0.08
Impulsive noise density 0.09
Histogram equalization
Motion blurring
Gamma correction
Visual watermark added

Lena
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0.1875/0
0.2813/0
0.4063/0.0313
0.5/0.0313
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.1875
0/0
0.0313/0.1563
0.0313/0.2188
0/0
0/0.0313
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

Baboon
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0.125/0
0.2188/0
0.25/0
0.3125/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.0938/0.25
0/0
0.0313/0.125
0.0313/0.1563
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.0313
0/0
0/0

cussed in the comparative include only the most aggressive
distortions reported in the literature. Tab. 9 and 10 show
the robustness relative in BER terms with that reported by
the algorithms [20] and [21] respectively.
From Tab. 9 we show that the algorithm of Pan-Pan et
al. [20] and our proposed watermarking method are robust
against several geometric distortions including rotation,
scaling, translation, cropping, affine transformation and
aspect ratio changes. Both proposals are robust against
signal processing including JPEG compression, median,
and Gaussian filtering, sharpening, impulsive and Gaussian
noise. Moreover, both methods are robust to the combined
distortions composed by operations of the same type, i.e.,
geometric/geometric or signal processing/signal processing
respectively. However, the method of Pan-Pan et al. [20] is
outperformed by our proposed method because in almost
all test our method get BER values close to 0. Moreover,
the tolerance of Pan-Pan et al. [20] against several distortions is weak compared with the tolerance of our proposed
method, which was previously shown in Tab. 6, 7 and 8.
Furthermore, our proposal considers a broader range of
distortions compared with the reported by Pan-Pan [20].
From Tab. 10 we show that the algorithm of Prathap
et al. [21] and our proposed watermarking method are
robust against several geometric distortions including
a rotation with and without cropping, scaling, translation,
and cropping. Meanwhile, both approaches are robust
against signal processing including JPEG compression,
median, and Gaussian filtering, sharpening, impulsive and
Gaussian noise. Moreover, both approaches are robust to
the combined distortions composed JPEG lossy compression with quality factor 50 in conjunction with signal processing or geometric distortion. However, the method of
Prathap et al. [21] is outperformed by our proposed method
Barbara
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0.2813/0
0.4063/0
0.5938/0
0.6563/0.0625
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.0938
0/0
0.0313/0.125
0.0313/0.1875
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

Goldhill
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0.2188/0
0.2188/0
0.4063/0
0.3438/0.125
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.1563
0/0
0.0313/0.0625
0.0625/0.1563
0/0.0938
0/0.0625
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

Peppers
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0.4063/0
0.4375/0
0.5313/0.0313
0.4063/0.0625
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.0313/0.1875
0/0
0.0313/0.0938
0.0625/0.25
0/0.0313
0/0.0625
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

Airplane
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0.2188/0
0.375/0
0.4063/0.0625
0.5313/0.125
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.0625/0.2813
0/0.0313
0.0313/0.0313
0.0313/0.0938
0/0.0313
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

Tab. 6. BER of CT/DFT decoding respectively obtained from six test watermarked images after signal processing distortions. Decision
threshold value TD = 0.1563.
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Distortion
Rotation 35° with crop
Rotation 75° with crop
Rotation 195° with crop
Scaling 0.3
Scaling 0.5
Scaling 0.7
Scaling 1.5
Scaling 2.0
Cropping 65%
Cropping 95%
Centered cropping 100x100
Image replacement
Rotation 45° without crop
Rotation 105° without crop
Rotation 285° without crop
Translation x=30, y=30
Translation x=70, y=70
Aspect ratio (1.2:1)
Aspect ratio (0.7:1.2)
Shearing 0.2x
Affine
[0.9,0.2,0;0.1,1.2,0;0,0,1]
Affine
[1.01,0.1,0;0.1,0.9,0;0,0,1]

Lena
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.25
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.4563
0/0
0/0.0625
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.6563/0
0.4375/0.0313
0/0
0/0
0.2813/0
0.375/0

Baboon
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.0313/0.25
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.1563
0/0.4875
0/0
0/0.0313
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.6563/0
0.5625/0.0313
0/0
0/0
0.2813/0
0.3125/0

Barbara
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.1875
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.4938
0/0
0/0.0625
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.5313/0
0.4375/0
0/0
0/0
0.2500/0
0.2813/0

Goldhill
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.1875
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.0313
0/0.5000
0/0
0/0.125
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.625/0
0.5/0
0/0
0/0
0.4688/0
0.4375/0

Peppers
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.0313/0.125
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.0625
0/0.5000
0/0
0/0.125
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.4063/0
0.5/0
0/0
0/0
0.5313/0
0.4688/0

Airplane
CT/DFT
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.3125
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0.0938
0/0.5000
0/0
0/0.125
0/0
0/0
0/0
0.4063/0
0.5625/0.0313
0/0
0/0
0.3125/0
0.3438/0

0.4375/0

0.4688/0

0.25/0

0.25/0

0.3438/0

0.4375/0

Tab. 7. BER of CT/DFT decoding respectively obtained from six test watermarked images after geometric distortions. Decision threshold
value TD = 0.1563.

Combined distortions
composed by JPEG
compression 50 + distortion
Gaussian filter 7x7
Sharpen
Brightness
Gaussian noise (0,0.02)
Impulsive noise density 0.05
Median filter 3x3
Histogram equalization
Gamma correction
Visual watermark added
Rotation 35° with crop
Rotation 145° with crop
Scaling 0.5
Scaling 2.0
Cropping 40%
Centered cropping 100x100
Rotation 15° without crop
Rotation 125° without crop
Translation x=30, y=30
Aspect ratio (1.2:1)
Aspect ratio (0.7:1.2)
Shearing 0.2x
Affine
[0.9,0.2,0;0.1,1.2,0;0,0,1]

Lena
CT/DFT

Baboon
CT/DFT

Barbara
CT/DFT

Goldhill
CT/DFT

Peppers
CT/DFT

Airplane
CT/DFT

0.25/0
0.3125/0
0.375/0
0.5/0
0.4688/0.0313
0.3438/0
0.375/0
0.2813/0
0.3125/0.0313
0.4375/0
0.375/0.0313
0.2813/0
0.3438/0
0.3125/0
0.375/0.0313
0.3438/0
0.375/0
0.4375/0
0.3438/0
0.375/0
0.6875/0
0.5625/0

0.25/0
0.3438/0
0.2188/0
0.4688/0.0313
0.4375/0
0.25/0
0.2813/0
0.1875/0
0.2188/0
0.4688/0.0313
0.4375/0
0.2188/0
0.2188/0
0.2188/0
0.2813/0
0.2813/0
0.2813/0
0.4688/0.0313
0.25/0
0.3125/0
0.4688/0
0.375/0

0.375/0
0.375/0
0.25/0
0.5/0.0313
0.5/0.0313
0.3125/0
0.4375/0
0.25/0
0.3438/0
0.4375/0
0.4063/0
0.4063/0
0.375/0
0.3125/0
0.4063/0
0.4688/0
0.4688/0
0.5/0
0.5313/0
0.4688/0
0.625/0.0625
0.4688/0.0313

0.3125/0
0.25/0
0.25/0
0.4688/0
0.5/0.0938
0.2813/0
0.2188/0
0.2188/0
0.2813/0
0.4375/0
0.4063/0
0.25/0
0.2813/0
0.1875/0
0.3125/0
0.2188/0
0.1875/0
0.625/0
0.2188/0
0.2813/0
0.4688/0
0.5/0

0.4063/0
0.3438/0
0.5/0.0313
0.5/0.0938
0.5625/0.0313
0.375/0
0.375/0
0.4375/0
0.3125/0
0.4375/0
0.4063/0
0.375/0
0.3438/0
0.3438/0.0313
0.4688/0.0313
0.4063/0
0.4063/0
0.375/0.0313
0.375/0
0.3438/0
0.375/0
0.5313/0

0.3438/0
0.3438/0
0.3438/0
0.5/0.0313
0.5/0.0313
0.375/0
0.4063/0
0.3125/0
0.4375/0.0313
0.4688/0.0313
0.4063/0.0625
0.375/0
0.3438/0
0.25/0
0.3438/0
0.375/0
0.4375/0
0.5/0.0313
0.375/0
0.375/0
0.4375/0.0313
0.375/0

Tab. 8. BER of CT/DFT decoding respectively obtained from six test watermarked images after combined distortions. Decision threshold
value TD = 0.1563.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 7. Aggressive geometric and signal processing distortions in Airplane watermarked image. (a) Cropping with 95%, BER = 0. (b) Image
replacement, BER = 0. (c) Affine transformation, BER = 0. (d) Gaussian noise (0,0.07), BER = 0.0313. (e) Visual watermark added,
BER = 0. (f) JPEG with QF = 10, BER = 0.125.

Distortion
JPEG 50
JPEG 30
Median filter 3x3
Gaussian filter 3x3
Sharpen
Gaussian noise (0,0.006)
Impulsive noise density 0.003
Median filter 3x3 + Gaussian Noise
(0,0.006)
Gaussian Noise (0,0.006) + Sharpen
JPEG 70 + Gaussian filter 3x3
JPEG 70 + Median filter 3x3
Rotation 45° without crop
Scaling 2
Translation x=20,y=20
Cropping 50%
Aspect ratio (1.2,1.0)
Affine transformation [10; 1.0, 1.0; 0.5,
0.2]
Scaling 2 + Translation x=5,y=0
Rotation 5° + Scaling 2
Rotation 5° + Translation x=5, y=15
Rotation 45° + Scaling 2 + Translation
x=20, y=20

Lena
Proposed
Ref.[20]
0
0.0334
0
0.0400
0
0.0303
0
0.0313
0
0.0225
0
0.0273
0
0.0234
0
0.0244

Baboon
Proposed
Ref.[20]
0
0.0293
0
0.0322
0
0.0049
0
0.0107
0
0.0449
0
0.0234
0
0.0205
0
0.0137

Barbara
Proposed
Ref.[20]
0
0.0244
0
0.0283
0
0.0234
0
0.0225
0
0.0273
0
0.0215
0
0.0164
0
0.0186

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0449
0.0381
0.0264
0.0342
0.0273
0.1240
0.1250
0.0244
0.0225

0
0
0.0313
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0811
0.0234
0.0195
0.0164
0.0137
0.0605
0.1240
0.0166
0.0137

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0313

0.0547
0.0303
0.0196
0.0244
0.0303
0.1201
0.1250
0.0244
0.0195

0
0
0
0

0.0596
0.0332
0.0498
0.0709

0
0
0
0

0.0273
0.0234
0.0479
0.1318

0
0
0
0

0.0713
0.0254
0.1240
0.1221

Tab. 9. Comparison of BER of extracted watermark for our proposed method and Pan-Pan et al. [20].
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Distortion
JPEG 50
JPEG 20
JPEG 10
Median filter 5x5
Gaussian filter 7x7
Sharpen
Gaussian noise (0,0.05)
Impulsive noise density 0.08
Rotation 10° without crop
Rotation 45° without crop
Scaling 0.3
Scaling 0.5
Rotation 10° with crop
Rotation 60° with crop
Translation x=40,y=40
Cropping 25%
JPEG 50 + Median Filter 3x3
JPEG 50 + Gaussian Noise (0,0.01)
JPEG 50 + Scaling 0.2

Lena
Proposed Ref.[21]
0
0.0256
0.0313
0.0369
0.0313
0.0359
0
0.0435
0
0
0
0.0241
0
0.0485
0
0.0393
0
0.0370
0
0.0660
0
0.0463
0
0.0523
0
0.0290
0
0.0510
0
0.05
0
0.0410
0
0.0429
0
0.0448
0.0625
0.0625

Baboon
Proposed Ref.[21]
0
0.0359
0
0.0381
0
0.0379
0.0938
0.0401
0
0
0
0.0412
0
0.0407
0
0.0320
0
0.0610
0
0.0510
0.0313
0.0534
0
0.0623
0
0.0590
0
0.0690
0
0.0560
0
0.0435
0
0.0443
0
0.0261
0.0938
0.0436

Peppers
Proposed Ref.[21]
0
0.0417
0.0313
0.0396
0.0625
0.0336
0.0313
0.0372
0
0
0
0.0464
0
0.0487
0.0313
0.0355
0
0.0410
0
0.0770
0.0313
0.0478
0
0.0701
0
0.0280
0
0.0460
0
0.0380
0
0.0523
0
0.0471
0
0.0322
0.0939
0.0666

Tab. 10. Comparison of BER of extracted watermark for our method and Prathap et al. [21].

Comparison
JPEG (Quality Factor)
Scaling
Cropping
Affine Transformation
Rotation
Visual Watermark Added
Image Replacement
Gaussian Noise

Najih, et
al. [6]
Detected
0.5 – 1
Up to
25%
Detected
(0, 0.01)

Xiang-Yang,
et al. [7]
20 – 80
0.5 – 1.5

Chrysochos et
al. [16]
25 – 100
Detected

Shao-Li.
[18]
10 – 100
0.5 – 2.5

Pan-Pan et al.
[20]
30 – 100
0.5 – 2

Prathap et al.
[21]
5 – 100
0.2 – 1

Proposed
Method
10 – 100
0.3 – 2

Up to 25%

Up to 20%

Up to 50%

Up to 20%

Up to 25%

Up to 95%

0° – 45°
(0, 0.01)

0° – 360°
(0, 0.95 )

0° – 30°
(0, 0.25)

0° – 90°
(0, 0.01)

Detected
0° – 360°
Detected
Detected
(0, 0.07)
a) JPEG50 + (G)
or (SP)

Combined Distortions
- Geometric (G)
- Signal Processing (SP)

-

a) JPEG50 +
(G) or (SP)

-

-

Detected
0° – 45°
(0, 0.006)
a) JPEG70 +
(SP)

a) JPEG50 +
(SP) or (G)

b) (G) + (G)

b) (G) + (G)
(b) (G) + (G)

c) (SP) + (SP)

c) (SP) + (SP)
Watermark Length (bits)

Not
Provided

Not provided

30

Image Quality Metrics

Average
PSNR
61dB

Not
measured

Average:
wPSNR=50dB
PSNR=37dB

Image kind

Grayscale

Grayscale

Grayscale

1024
Average
SSIM
0.9887
Color

1024

Average
PSNR 40.98dB
Color

200
Average
PSNR
53.55dB
Color

64
Average:
PSNR=53.75dB
SSIM=0.989
VIF=0.928
NCD=0.02
Color

Tab. 11. Performance comparison.

because in almost all test our method get BER values close
to 0. Moreover, the method of Prathap et al. [21] is not
robust to affine transformations and its tolerance against
image cropping attacks is weak compared with the tolerance of our proposed method, which was previously shown
in Tab. 6, 7 and 8. Furthermore, our proposal considers
a broader range of distortions compared with [21].

3.4 Robustness against Geometric Distortions
According to the experimental results, our proposed
watermarking method presents a high robustness against
a broader range of distortions. Focusing on the geometric

distortions, the robustness against rotations with and without cropping is obtained through exhaustive search from 0°
to 180° rotation degrees to DFT decoding (by symmetrical
properties) and 0° to 360° to CT decoding. On the other
hand, the use of the secret key K1 that re-scales the color
image to a standard size allows robustness against scaling
and aspect ratio changes. Moreover, the method is robust
against aggressive cropping, which is considered as a correlated noise, because the DS-CDMA and ISS spread
spectrum techniques preserve the second Shannon’s theorem [30]. Finally, our method presents robustness against
general affine transformations because when a watermarked color image is deformed with an affine operation,
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from luminance information and supported by our resynchronization method previously reported in the literature,
we can restore geometrically the attacked image detecting
the watermark correctly. To more details of the resynchronization technique, interested readers can refer to [29].

3.5 Payload
Since our design implies an ownership authentication
application, to preserve the trade-off between imperceptibility and robustness we consider a watermark length
L = 32 as optimal value to determine the presence or absence of watermark with a false alarm probability
Pfa = 5.6537  10–5, which is to be able to satisfy the requirements of ownership authentication applications. Because our method embeds the watermark by duplicate, the
total payload of our proposed method is 64 watermark data
bits.

3.6 Security
In addition to robustness and imperceptibility, the security of our scheme is another important aspect to consider. Then, the security level is defined by the number of
observations the opponent needs to estimate the secret keys
[28], [31] accurately. It is ensured by the set of six secret
keys K1, K2, K3, K4, K5 and K6, which additionally could be
renewed periodically by the ownership to keep the security
level and avoid the watermark removal.

3.7 Performance Comparison
Finally, this investigation compares the performance
of the proposed method with the algorithm based on angle
quantization in discrete Contourlet transform developed by
Najih, et al. [6] in 2016, the algorithm based on the exponent moments invariants in non-subsampled Contourlet
transform domain proposed by Xiang-Yang, et al. [7] in
2014, the hybrid watermarking based on chaos and histogram modification proposed by Chrysochos et al. [16] in
2014, the watermarking to color images based on Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) developed by Shao-Li. [18]
in 2014, the color image watermarking scheme in nonsampled Contourlet-domain proposed by Pan-Pan et al.
[20] in 2011, and the hybrid robust watermarking for color
images proposed by Prathap et al. [21] in 2014, under
JPEG lossy compression, scaling, cropping, affine transformation, rotation, visual watermark added, image replacement, Gaussian noise and combined distortions. Table 11 compares the performance of the watermark detector
outputs, the watermark data length, image quality metrics
and the kind of image associated with each algorithm.
Table 11 presents also the tolerance under distortions, and
designates the capacity to resist as ‘detected’, when the
tolerance is not given in detail by the other six methods
above mentioned. A grid-cell is marked with a dash for
attack simulations not mentioned in the literature. These
results show better performance of the proposed method
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compared with principal methods reported previously in
terms of imperceptibility and robustness against most
common geometric, signal processing and combined
attacks.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have designed a high robust, blind,
color image watermarking algorithm which employs DSCDMA and ISS watermark embedding in both DFT and
CT domain respectively. This method is applicable for
ownership authentication of color pictures. The proposed
scheme can tolerate a broader range of distortions, particularly signal processing, geometric and combined distortions. Authenticity is achieved by the thresholding criterion
regarding bit error rate. Our proposed method satisfies the
primary watermarking requirements such as imperceptibility, security, and robustness. Algorithm is very robust
against geometric manipulations including rotation by
several angles with and without cropping, affine transformation, image replacement, scaling, aspect ratio change,
aggressive cropping attacks among others. Also, the
method is robust against several common signal processing
distortions such as JPEG lossy compression, median and
Gaussian filtering, impulsive and Gaussian noise perturbation, brightness, contrast, visual watermark added, sharpening, and histogram equalization among others. The
method presents good robustness against combined distortions composed by several geometric and signal processing
attacks. The comparison of the proposed method with other
existing schemes shows the improved performance in
terms of imperceptibility and robustness, in the context of
robust watermarking techniques.
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